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Abstract.
Methods for retiming the synchronous dataflow graphs (SDF), which are mapped into the pipelined
datapaths, are considered. A method for retiming the spatial SDF is proposed that provides the minimum costperformance ratio of the datapath. Comparison of different retiming methods applied to the IIR digital filter design
shows the high efficiency of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction
The modern computer chips are operating at the clock frequencies which increase up to several GHz. This success is
achieved due to the pipelining of computing and transfer of data. The methods of pipelined processor design consist in
its structural synthesis, RTL description, and compiling them to the gate level. The most of methods are based on
synchronous data flow graph (SDF) algorithm representation, and its transformations [1].
The methods of SDF optimization like retiming, folding, unfolding, and pipelining are well known [2]. Here a new
method is proposed, which combines both retiming and folding.

2 SDF and its optimizations
SDF is a directed graph G = (V,E). In the microelectronics SDF is considered as some computational structure, in which
the node v ∈ V represents some logic network with a delay of d units. The edge e ∈ E represents a wire, which contains
w[e] marks. These marks mean FIFO registers, which delay the variables to w cycles of the algorithm. The algorithm
cycle lasts ТА, and one period of the clock signal of the structure is equal to ТC. For the one-to-one mapping SDF to the
structure these periods are equal to each other, i.e. ТА = ТС. The minimum value of ТC is equal to the critical path, which
consists of a set of nodes connected by the edges e for which w[e] = 0.
The retiming consists in the exchange of the values w[e] in edges, which does not infer the algorithm. A single
retiming step consists in removing a group of marks in the input edges of the node v, and placing them in its output
edges. The goal of retiming is the value ТC minimization. Another goal is minimizing the amount of registers. The
different versions of this method are known like cut-set retiming, pipelining, and re-pipelining [3].
The method of SDF folding consists in the following. The sets of up to c nodes of SDF are mapped to the nodes of
the folded SDF. The data flows in the folded SDF are arranged in the manner that the algorithm cycle is calculated for c
clock cycles. To direct the data flows properly the artificial nodes of multiplexors are put in the folded SDF. The
amount of registers in both SDFs is equal to each other. Really, the folded SDF is synthesized in three steps. At the first
step the resources (nodes of the folded SDF) are selected, then the operator shedule is searched, and at the last step the
operator assignment is searched. The method of c-slow retiming is a variant of SDF folding when c equal SDFs are
glued together [3].
The method of SDF unfolding is based on unfolding the initial algorithm. Therefore, it provides the ratio cТА = ТС.
Moreover, it provides the theoretically minimum value of ТА at the cost of increased hardware [4].
The retiming method is very efficient, but it gives only the straight-forward solutions when ТА = ТС. The SDF
folding method gives the scalable solutions when the algorithm period is equal to ТА = cТС, and the clock period ТC is
much less than one in the initial SDF [3]. But its complexity is very high. Besides, the steps of its synthesis have
different goals. The first step minimizes the hardware at the cost of the speed, the second one minimizes the speed.
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3 Method of spatial SDF optimization
When we combine the steps of resource selection, operator sheduling, and operator assignment in a single step then we
can substantially improve the synthesis of the pipelined datapath. In the presentation the method which utilizes this idea
is proposed. The operator scheduling for SDF means the assignment of time events for its nodes. The processor
structure is derived by the homomorphic transform of SDF into the structure graph. Such a transform is implemented by
gluing the nodes, which are mapped in a single processing unit (PU), and which are fired in different times [5].
The homomorphic transform of the graph is implemented by the assignment of tags of and operation types to the
nodes. Then the nodes with the equal PU numbers are glued into a PU node. Therefore, each SDF node must have the
tag with the parameters of operator event time (clock cycle), operator type, and PU number. The algorithm mapping
consists in the assignment of different values to the node tags, and in calculating the optimization criterium. Such a tag
set means a single structural solution of the processor. These tags can be represented by the vectors in the space ℤ3.
3

In [6] a method of pipelined datapath synthesis is described, in which SDF is represented in the space space ℤ as the
algorithm configuration KG = (K, D, A), where K is matrix of vectors Ki representing nodes, D is matrix of vectors Dj
representing edges, A is the incidence matrix of SDF. In the vector Ki = (ki,si,ti)T the coordinates ki, si, ti are equal to
operator type, PU number, and clock cycle, respectively. Therefore, vectors Ki are the tags, which code the properties of
SDF nodes, and such a graph is named as the spatial SDF.
The matrix D is derived from the equation D = KA. Therefore, the matrix K codes some structure solution. But this
solution is correct only when the vectors Ki satisfy a set of the following conditions. The spatial SDF is correct if the
matrix K contains none couple of equal vectors, i.e.
∀ Ki,Kj (Ki ≠ Kj, i ≠ j ).

(1)

The operator schedule is correct iff nodes, which are mapped in a single PU, are assigned to different clock cycles,
i.e. taking into account the circular schedule
(2)
∀ Ki,Kj(ki = kj, si = sj ) ⇒ ti tj mod с.
The operators of the same type are mapped into the same type PU, and its number is no higher than the folding
factor c, i.e.
(3)
Ki,Kj∈Kp,q(ki = kj = p, si = sj = q), |Kp,q| ≤ с,
where Kp,q is a set of vectors of the p-th type mapped into the q-th PU of the p-th type (q =1,2,… qpmax).
If SDF has the closed cycles, i.e. the cycles of iteration dependencies, then the sum of vectors Dj, which belong to
such cycles must be equal to zero. Among them the edges of iteration dependencies DDj are considered for which
w[e] > 0. Such a vector is equal to DDj = (0,0,–wc)T, and it means the delay of a variable to w iterations. This means that
∑ bi,j Dj = (0,0,0)T ,

(4)

where bi,j – the element of i-th row of the cyclomatic matrix of SDF.
The searching for the optimum spatial SDF consists in finding of the optimum matrix K. Firstly, the coordinates of
the vectors Dj are given, which provide the minimum value of ТC. Then the timing coordinates of vectors Ki are derived
from the equation K = DОA−1
О , where DО is the matrix of Dj, AО is the incidence matrix of the maximum spanning tree
of SDF. The rest of coordinates of vectors Ki are searched taking into account the relations (1) − (4).
The method of finding the optimum spatial SDF is implemented in two steps. The initial SDF is resynchronized for
minimization of the edges with w[e] > 0. At the first step the SDF nodes and edges are placed in the three dimensional
space as a set of vectors Ki and Dj satisfying the conditions (1) − (4). This is the initial spatial SDF forming. By this
process the PU number is minimized by keeping the condition |Kp,q|→с. The strategies and algorithms of this process
are given in [5] − [7]. The results of this step are both operator schedule and initial structure of the processor, which
provide the precise estimation of both speed and hardware volume.
At the second step the SDF delay compensation is implemented. For this process the acyclic subgraph of SDF is
considered, which has none edge DDj. The delay compensation consists in placing the intermediate nodes of registers in
the edges, represented by long vectors Dj. In the resulting compensated SDF all the vectors-edges except DDj are equal
to Dj = (aj,bj,1)T, or Dj = (aj,bj,0)T. The edges of the compensated SDF form the stages with the spacing between them
of a single clock cycle. The swapping the nodes in a single stage of the compensated SDF provides the minimization
both register number and multiplexor complexity of the resulting structure.
The optimized SDF can be described by the VHDL language as a pipelined datapath module. This description can
be translated into the gate level description by any proper synthesizer. Therefore, there is not need to find the structure
and the time table of the derived module [8].
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4 Experimental results
To compare the different methods of SDF optimization was the task selected of the low pass IIR filter structure
synthesis, which has the following frequency response function
H(z) =

b1 + a1z−1 + z−2
b2 + a2z−1 + z−2 −1
z .
−1
−2 +
1 + a1z + b1z
1 + a2z−1 + b2z−2

The retimed and pipelined SDF of the filter with the response H(z) is shown in the Fig.1. The dotted edges represent
the vectors of iteration dependencies DDj . The red edges form the critical path. The length of the critical path is equal to
ТC = 2dA + dM, where dA, and dM are equal to adder delay and multiplier delay, respectively. This critical path is part of
the loop-back cycle, in which the number of registers is equal to one. This number could not be increased by any
retiming, and therefore, the critical path could not be less than this one. This means that the number of registers in the
loop-backs determines the retiming effectiveness.
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Fig. 1. Retimed SDF
The Fig.2 illustrates the respective spatial SDF with the factor c = 2 after the delay compensation step, and the Fig.3
the respective filter structure does. Due to this graph the clock cycle is equal to the minimum value ТC = max(dA, dM).
The SDF in the Fig.1, and SDFs, which were optimized by different methods, were described by VHDL, and configured in the Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA using ISE tools. The results of these tasks are shown in the Table 1.

Fig. 2. Spatial SDF after delay compensation
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Tab.1. Results of configuring the IIR filter projects
Method of optimization

Retiming (SDF in Fig.1)
Folding
Unfolding
Spatial SDF retiming

SL, LUT

SM, MPU

ТС, ns

ТА, ns

QL, LUT/MHz

QM, MPU/MHz

212
184
510
144

4
2
14
2

5,78
5,43
6,94
3,10

5,78
10,86
3,47
6,20

1,23
1,99
1,77
0,89

0,023
0,022
0,049
0,012

Here the hardware volume is measured in look-up tables (LUT) SL, and in multiplier units (MPU) SM. The effectiveness criteria are represented by the products QL = SL ТА, and QM = SM ТА. They mean the hardware volume, which is
related to one megahertz of the sampling frequency. Therefore, the structure which has the less values of QL, and QM is
prevalent.
It is obvious that the spatial SDF retiming is intended for the synthesis of structures with the slowing factor c. But
comparing to the SDF folding method this method provides less hardware volume SL, and less clock cycle ТС. In this
testbench the method provides the best quality of the structural solution. We can compare the parameters of the folded,
derived by this method, and of the structure after retiming. Then we find out that the speed of the folded structure is
near the speed of the structure with the factor c = 1, but it has substantially less hardware volume than the last one. The
parameters QL, and QM characterize the energy consumption efficiency as well. Therefore the processor designed by the
proposed method consumes less energy.

5 Conclusion
The retiming methods are effectively used both in microelectronics and in programming for decades. Comparing the
different methods of SDF retiming shows the high efficiency of the proposed method of spatial SDF retiming, which
provides the minimum cost-performance ratio for the datapaths which implement the algorithms with feedbacks. This
method is under implementation in the cloud-based CAD system in the Computer Engineering department of NTUU
„KPI“.
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